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Before we get to autism, I want to hit news from today that Musk took the second booster and “felt like
I was dying” from it.  The promoted smartest man in the world, Tony Stark incarnate, and he has taken
four jabs?  He couldn't figure out the jabs were dangerous back in the beginning, or that the whole
thing was a project back to February 2020?  We can be sure he got the memo, so all of this looks like
more theater.  If you don't think so, witness this: Musk says he was required to get the second booster
to visit his own factory in Berlin.  Does that sound believable?  He should have told Germany to bite
him and move his factory out of the country.  That's what he did in California, you know, so why not
Germany?  But it doesn't matter, because I don't believe the story to start with.  These rich families run
the world, not state or national governments, so there is no way Musk would be taking orders from the
German government.  

So why is Musk going against Davos and Pfizer right now?  I don't know, but I would guess he either
found some scruples or they didn't cut him in to the extent he requested.  Odds are the reason is
financial, and we are seeing some infighting over profits.  Or possibly it is infighting over long-term
plans for domination.  A few like Musk may not think the WEF plan is a good long-term plan, which it
isn't.  Short-term rapine and murder is bad for long-term control, since it kills trust.  Musk appears to be
the voice of the long-term faction right now.  

OK, now to autism.  The mainstream tells us autism is “mainly genetic”, but we know that is a lie since
something that was mainly genetic would not have increased exponentially in the past 50 years.  It has
increased 30-fold since the 1970s, and has affected boys more than girls.  One in every 42 boys is now
affected, which is 2.4%: and double that of girls.  That is no accident either.  It indicates males are
again being targeted.  

The mainstream is aggressively hiding all non-genetic causes of autism, and is now even trying to sell
autism as “a difference” rather than brain damage.  The Wiki page on autism is a complete whitewash,
and they farcically try to convince us the staggering numbers are a function of “increased awareness”.
Nowhere on the page do they admit the 30-fold increase in just 50 years.  The page looks like it was
paid for by Pfizer, since the possibility vaccines or any other drugs or chemicals are a factor is passed
by as a conspiracy theory, while the theory that autism is a form of natural selection is pushed as
feasible.  We are supposed to believe that autistic people are pushing the species forward somehow.
These people who write for Pfizer are shameless, as we know.  

Conversely, my assumption, and argument here, will be that autism is in fact selected by the governors,
induced in the greater population on purpose as a form of control, along with falling sperm counts and
falling IQs.  It is most likely the result of a targeted and full-spectrum attack on the mind and body, via
fluoride consumption, aluminum contamination, mercury contamination, high-fructose corn syrup,



vaccines and their adjuvants and contaminants, and now cellular radiation.  The reason this is hard to
prove is that Pfizer and other entities make sure each of these ingredients is tested in the lab in
isolation, never as part of the actual cocktail delivered to us in our daily lives.  

All the prima facie evidence points in this direction, so that should be the default assumption of any
intelligent person until proven otherwise.  I should not have to prove it is the case, the government
should have to prove it is NOT the case, which they haven't begun to do and never will do.  It is the
prima facie assumption because in a rational world there would be no reason for our food and drug
supply to be so polluted with these things.  As we became more technologically advanced, we should
have gotten better and better at purifying and policing our food, water, air, and drugs.  From about 1850
to 1950, that was indeed the greater movement, with some exceptions.  But suddenly in the 1960s we
saw a strange reversal of that, despite an ever-growing bureaucracy and billions spent on oversight.
The chemical and pharmaceutical industries began inserting their poisons everywhere, and the
government agencies pretended to be helpless to stop it.  And they weren't just pumping their effluent
into the oceans and landfills, as might be understandable as a cost-saving.  They were pumping it
directly into our food and water and air supplies.  There is no way to write that off as an accident or
oversight.

But why?  Why create a nation of autistics?  Because those who are autistic or semi-autistic will never
revolt.   The autistic often retain the ability to do menial or boring jobs, which is of course exactly what
the governors want.  Do you think that is an accident?  Autism also targets boys, which is another clue
in the same direction: men are the main danger in any revolution.  They are the ones with most of the
testosterone, so they would be preferentially targeted in a plan like this. 

I used to joke that people were becoming catatonic or semi-catatonic, but I finally realized it was no
joke.  And it isn't just a result of TV or Hollywood or the ridiculous educations we receive, although
those things are factors as well.  The main cause is strictly chemical: we are all being heavily poisoned
on purpose.  

Plus, the Covid project has been a bonanza for people like me, since through it we now have proof
since 2020 way beyond prima facie this is in fact what is going on.  The huge conspiracy is not theory
anymore, but fact, as various Dr. Evils like Bill Gates, Klaus Schwab, and Yuval Harari have admitted
they are doing their best to decimate populations, undermine democracies, kill free speech, torch
constitutions, squelch all resistance, and forcibly move humanity into a cold, mechanized, future of
obedience, conformity, and no freedom at all.  Only the autistic will feel at home there, or would ever
think to put up with it.   

Is there anything you can do about it, short of Revolution?  Yes, you can do what I have done for forty
years or more, which has been partially successful.  I don't say fully successful because I feel the effects
of life on this planet like everyone else.  You cannot live in a fishbowl.  But you can avoid the poisons
to a greater or lesser extent, with a lot of work.  I have already told you how to do that in many
previous papers: avoid fluoride, wifi, HFCS, GMOs, all drugs, vaccines, household cleaners, herbicides
and pesticides, processed foods, sodas, chips, fast food, cheap cheeses and beef, soy, plastics,
polyesters, and car fumes.  Make sure your bedding is natural and organic.  Read all labels on
everything you buy and look up all ingredients, so you know what you are putting in your body.

But all that is a stop-gap, since most people are trapped.  They can control things at home to a certain
extent, but when they go to the office or out in public it is a constant poisoning again.  Which means
that revolution is the only real solution.  These people poisoning you have to be stopped one way or the



other.  It is a war, but only they are waging it right now. 

The clock is ticking.  Already almost 3% have been lost to autism, and we can expect that to continue
to double every decade until all possibility of revolution is lost.  By 2033 we may be down to 94%, and
by 2043 to 88% functioning.  That will hit 76% by 2053, and 52% by 2063.  By 2073 there will be no
fully functioning people left at all.  And it is probably even worse than that, because we only tracked
the progress of autism there.  People are losing function by hundreds of other causes than autism.  

The only silver lining there is that the Phoenicians are also suffering blowback from their own
poisoning.  They have not invented the necessary filters.  So their own functionality is also dropping
like a rock.  I have often joked about that by saying they forgot to install the fluoride filters at Langley,
but again it is no joke.  They may or may not have fluoride filters there, but it is simply not possible
anymore for them to filter all the contaminants in the environs of a big city like DC.  The entire East
Coast is a cesspool of chemicals, and besides we have read their copy in these events like the Pelosi
fake.  We know without further analysis their brains are seriously misfiring.                 

On the way out, I want to hit something mildly amusing.  A friend was complaining that school meal
requirements have been watered down to allow kids to eat more junk food, less fruit and veg, and more
sugar.  While I generally agreed with her complaint, one thing I couldn't agree with was her screaming
that they were now defining pasta as a vegetable!  I said, well, it is.  What else is it?  Most pasta is
made from wheat and wheat is a vegetable.  A vegetable is defined as any food made from plants.
Wheat is a plant.  Therefore, pasta is a vegetable.  I am not saying it is the healthiest vegetable, but that
is another question.  Most pasta is made of wheat stripped of many of its nutrients, heavily sprayed
with chemicals, and genetically modified to destroy your gut.  Corn, even moreso.  But that doesn't
mean it isn't a vegetable.  It means it needs to be cleaned up and refortified, returning to original natural
varieties and getting big Ag, big Pharma, and big Tech out of the picture.  But they have to misdirect
away from that, so they lead people into thinking grains are a separate category, and most people have
forgotten that grains are vegetables.  They should be good for you.  They no longer are, but that isn't
the grains' fault.  

Also this observation.  Aretha Franklin is being cancelled now for her song “Natural Woman”, since of
course only unnatural women with penises are now allowed and encouraged.  Which reminds us so
many other things are yet to be cancelled.  The soap opera The Bold and the Beautiful should be forced
to change its name, since Beauty Is A Myth and Boldness is just so rude—it should at least come with a
triggering warning.  No, far better to rename the whole show, something like the Timid and the Ugly.
Attractive actors should never be hired, since that is so. . . yesterday, and the plots should only address
diversity, inclusion, and grooming-sold-as-self-realization.  Just think how the ratings will soar!  Every
show will be about a non-binary Pat discovering his her their its full potential as a human being,
working at Target in the boys girls things section, selling dresses pants tarps, while co-grooming fellow
employees with thin shaming.  



Speaking of which, how did the politically correct SNL ever get away with that?  Making fun of the
future of the world?!  The place we are all headed?  How dare they?  I think the only way they can
make up for it is to bring Pat back and promote her him they it as the hotty she he they it is.  The
segments could be called Pat is Hot! And in them all the binary characters around her could be shown
to be the judgmental losers they are.  After all, the historical clock is ticking on those dinosaurs.

The name of General Hospital also needs to be changed, since it is hierarchical and phallocentric.  If
we are outlawing the word “field”, and the word “the”, “general” is much worse, not only because all
generals were male for most of history, but because general is the highest rank.  In the future there will
be no ranks, and everyone in the military will be a major captain by default.  [They can't be majors,
since major/minor is judgmental and prejudicial.]  

The same goes for The Young and the Restless, since we don't want any ageism, thank you.  It is no
one's business how old you are, or anyone else.  And why should anyone be restless?  Restless is too
close to Revolutionary, and that just encourages conspiracy theories.  How about the Ageless and the
Breastless?  That seems highly descriptive these days.
  
The Days of Our Lives is fine as a title, since it is already completely gray, with no content.

Remember the movie Crazy/Beautiful from just 20 years ago?  That is now dated, and the title will
have to be changed to Crazy/Crazy.  Ditto for A Beautiful Mind, which will become An Average Brain.
Even just four years ago the title writers were still sinning, with Steve Carell's and Timothee
Chalomet's Beautiful Boy, which is a double sin.  That will have to be changed to Nondescript Person.
2012's Big is Beautiful can't stand either, although it is almost politically correct.        
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Since beauty is a myth and big is a judgment, the title of that will have to change to Those Humans in
That Movie You Should See.  

What really has to happen is a complete destruction of both language and history, all of which is not to
be trusted or even tolerated by the woke.  

And that, no joke, is the actual program here.  The destruction of language and history to prevent. . .
revolution.  They don't want you knowing anything about history, because then you might learn
something from it, like who is really oppressing you.  And they don't want you communicating, since
communication abets revolution.  They need you just dumbly looking at the TV screen, eating poisoned
food, scarfing their drugs without question, and nodding your fat head.  That is the goal.  That is the
future they have planned for you, and we know because it is already here.  A large percentage of
Americans are already doing that, possibly even a majority.  

This paper is turning into a hodgepodge, but a lot is going on now. . . or we are supposed to think there
is.  As a tack-on I feel like I need to address the Memphis story, where five black officers supposedly
killed a black UPS driver.  We have full video of it playing non-stop on all the stations, although it was
only three weeks ago, which is the tell that. . . do you want to guess?  Yep, it is staged by the CIA or
DHS or someone.  Did you notice the driver's name: Tyre Nichols.  It is yet another Phoenician marker.
Tyre was the ancient capital of Phoenicia under Hiram.  

Tucker devoted his entire segment to it, while at the same time claiming it was misdirection.  He had
on several black commentators, including Jason Whitlock, who said it was being used as a diversion.
True, but if it is a diversion, why fall for the diversion and devote your entire show to it?  Whitlock
claimed it was a diversion from the war in Ukraine, but that is just a diversion inside a diversion, since
Ukraine is being used to divert from. . . anyone? . . . the vaccine genocide.  Literally millions of people

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tyre,_Lebanon


are dying from the fake vaccines, and more and more evidence is coming out through Twitter and
elsewhere it was no accident.  Other important stories are also being buried today, including the biggest
story breaking today from Matt Taibbi, who proved Twitter had knowingly sold the false Russian
collusion through Hamilton 68.  Even bigger is the story Tucker broke yesterday, on the Pfizer
executive caught on tape by Project Veritas admitting the whole vaccine push has been a fraud, with
CDC and FDA bought off.  So do you really believe this Memphis story just happened to break the
next day, just as Google, Facebook, and CNN were burying that story in every way possible?

And, I can't forget to include my own news being buried: the first successful Solar Cycle prediction in
history, which came to full fruition just last week.  It hasn't had the smallest report in the mainstream,
as expected, but numbers on my science site have gone through the roof nonetheless, with that site
alone (not connected to this art site) advancing 470,000 spots in the US ranking in one month.  It now
ranks #436 in the physics category. 

   

So of course it isn't an accident that these stories are being buried by this staged beating in Memphis.
They probably had that story waiting in the wings just for an emergency like this.  It is completely
against protocol and precedent for police to dump video in the media before a trial, since it will make it
almost impossible to seat a jury. Until recently it wasn't done, and historically it has never been done
except in prior fake CIA events.  It isn't done because it isn't the way law enforcement or the legal
system works.  Only CIA events work like this, with everything now livestreamed, from the event to
the extradition hearing (see Kohberger and the Idaho case) to the trial itself.  Everything is now just in-
your-face propaganda, with subtlety, respect for the audience, or any knowledge of the law, all things
of the past.   

We can tell again by the manufactured riots in Atlanta and elsewhere, led by the CIA-front acting
squad from Antifa.  None of that is happening organically, and it is just another huge theater
production, as when Leni Reifenstahl hired 30,000 extras to produce her Nazi films.  A few real people
may be joining the riots, but above 90% of it is scripted, staged, and filmed by Hollywood
professionals, arriving with their Star Waggons.  We have seen it again and again, and it is obviously
happening here again.  There is no least doubt of it.  

Jason Rance on Tucker almost admits that in his segment near the end, since he reminds us Antifa and
these other riot organizers used to organize openly on Twitter: always a sign they were just agents.  He
says they now use aps like Signal, Mastodon or Telegram, implying they are fooling the FBI or CIA
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that way.  But wait, if Rance knows what aps they are using, don't you think FBI could figure it out as
well?  Of course they could, since all these aps were created by the government, too.  In other unrelated
stories, they admit FBI/CIA has infiltrated everyone, having huge budgets and all the high tech to do it.
Think of the plan to assassinate Gov. Gretchen Whitmer, where FBI had infiltrated those guys before
they left the house.  FBI knew what they were going to do before they did. . . literally, as it turns out.
But here we are supposed to believe Antifa has completely fooled all the Intel agencies, simply by
moving from Twitter to Signal?  Really?  This just reminds us the government could shut down all
these riots before they happened if they wanted to.  They could have rounded up all these Antifa creeps
years ago, if they had wanted.  Which means they must not want to.  Why?  Because these riots are all
staged and always have been.  Antifa is a CIA front, and so are all the other groups on both sides of the
aisle.  

So when you see the Governor of Georgia calling in the National Guard, you know that is staged as
well.  It makes no sense.  The mainstream media has induced a riot, with the government abetting them
by supplying the video, and FBI/CIA has stood down for Antifa, so what good is the National Guard?
The only reason the National Guard is there is to protect the government assets on the street from
pushback by real citizens.  The National Guard in Atlanta is working as bodyguards for Antifa actors.
No one else is telling you that, are they? 

Notice how Rance at Tucker Carlson is running interference for this staging.  He tells us Antifa has
figured out how to overwhelm a police force.  Rance says the force in Seattle, for instance, is
“decimated”, and that three groups of 10 Antifa can overwhelm them by splitting up and dividing the
response.  Really?  That is how stupid Carlson's writers believe you are.   The Seattle PD has a budget
of over $365 million, and though Wikipedia and other outlets are hiding the number of officers active
in the city (which tends to confirm my reading by itself), we may assume they have upwards of 1,500
officers on the ground.  Charlotte and Denver are about the same size as Seattle, and Charlotte has
1,800 officers while Denver has 1,500.  We are supposed to believe police departments are being
gutted by Defund the Police, but that is just more theater: a temporary part of the script to cause you to
demand even larger police forces and higher budgets. . . which you will.  And you are.

Yes, the police have lost some officers in the past two years, but that is people quitting from vaccine or
mask requirements, not budget cuts.  Or dying from vaccines.  There has been no real defunding of
police: that is just more fiction.  

Anyway, my initial point was that Rance's story is absurd.  How do 30 Antifa morons in hoodies
overwhelm a force of 1,500, just by splitting into three groups?  Plus, these stories just ignore the
thousands of other law enforcement on the ground at all times in these big cities, including state police,
county police, university police, sheriffs, DPS, Constables, FBI, and the ever-present spooks.  All big
cities are literally crawling with “peace officers” of all kinds, and nothing happens there that is not
allowed to happen.  Remember that.      


